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We’re Going Bush!

Members who have been in the
workshop in the last week or so will have
noticed that new LED lights have been installed in all
four bays. The difference is impressive!
In addition, new flexible LED lamps have been
attached to the lathes, which should help our
woodturners see their work pieces (and mistakes!)
much more clearly. New emergency lighting has also
been installed. Photos are on page 4.
New LED down-lights have also replaced the old
fluorescent lights the clubhouse, while the carvers hut
has also received two double-tube fluorescent lights to
better illuminate the carving benches.
All of these improvements were paid for by the efforts
of the members who volunteered for car-parking duty
in Noosa over Christmas and Easter. Those members
can now look up with satisfaction when the workshop
bays are flooded by bright, clear and more efficient
Lastly, a big thank you goes to Sue Heaney and Steve
Tarrant, who have been working hard to help Bill Todd
clear unwanted items from the workshops. They've
been spotted on several occasions, covered from head
to toe in dust, hauling junk down from the roof space or
from under benches. Well done, Sue and Steve!
John Cantwell
President

Don't forget that our General Meeting on
Saturday 14 July will be at Ringtail Creek.
The address is 93 Ringtail Creek Road, which is about
20 minutes drive from the clubhouse via Lake MacDonald
Drive. If you know the way, feel free to make your own
way there.
Otherwise, be at the clubhouse no later than 7:50 a.m.
on Saturday 14 July where we'll cross-load passengers if
required, then the convoy will head out to the milling site
departing at 8 a.m sharp.
Dress is work clothes with boots and a hat. It might be
sensible to bring a bottle of water and a mug for smoko.
John Gygar will be sizzling some sausages to keep our
strength up, and biscuits and billy tea will also be on offer.

Left: Sue and
Steve hard at
it, clearing
away years of
accumulated
junk.

Come on out and see where most of the club’s income
originates through the hard work of our Milling Team!
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“Show Us Your Shop!”
From time to time we’ll ask one of our members to tell us a bit about themselves and to show us their home
workshop and some finished pieces. This month, John Esson opens his doors. Story by Andrew Barnsley.
John was born and raised in Bristol UK, a city that in medieval times was England’s
second largest city. He first came to Australia in 1987 as a backpacker and after much
travelling and adventure he ended up in Sydney working in IT.
He traces his affair with timber in Australia to a time when watching a friend buying a
wine rack made from Jarrah. John described this as a brutal piece of furniture with an
outrageousprice. His immediate thought was “I can make that” and this was the start of
all things timber for him. He returned to England and became interested in furniture
making using traditional techniques with contemporary style, attending a year long
course of formal training. The furniture produced was influenced by renowned British
furniture designer John Makepeace.
John now lives in Cooran and has a
well equipped workshop. One of his
favourite tools is his WoodRat
device, a router guiding system.
He is attracted to Australia’s dark
and handsome hardwoods. He is
currently working with Bloodwood
and another unidentified dark-red to
create a unique two-way table (see
image below).

John has a passion for furniture design and loves creating a piece
from scratch, drawing the design on a computer program then
completing the work using a combination of machinery and hand
tools.
John’s Philosophy
“Sitting all day at a desk working on a computer never produced
anything tangible, nor any real job satisfaction. Producing an object
that started life as a tree and evolved into a striking artefact or
beautiful and usable item of furniture is a driving force for me.”
Above: A 3D drawing of the two-way table John is
currently working on.

Above: One of John’s earlier furniture pieces, a handsome cabinet made from Silver Ash.
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Woodcraft Show 2018 Raffle Prize - Blanket Box / Hope Chest
When the Show Committee was pondering what we might build as a raffle prize for the Show, Jim Pound suggested a
blanket box (also known as a hope chest). We all thought it was a great idea and Jim immediately took on the task.
Since then he’s been very busy, acquiring timber, milling boards and beginning the construction, with help from several
other members. Jim is a man on a mission!
The images below show a page from the plans Jim is using for the project, along with an image of how it will look when
finished. We’re confident it will be a very attractive raffle prize! If you’d like to help out, just speak with Jim.

Below: John Sturtz and Life Member Peter Bradford helping Jim to glue up the
top for the box. Peter very kindly donated the New Guinea Rosewood being used.

Jim on the job!

Also getting ready for our Show is Life Member Dennis Donnelly, who has been
busy turning dozens of small vases, tops, incense holders and drink coasters to
add to the show bags to be sold during the show. There were also a number of
items left over from those made by our toy-making group last year, so the bags
this year will be really great value. Great work, Dennis!
Left: Dennis filling show bags with items ready for our Woodcraft Show.
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Enhanced Lighting Project Completed!
As mentioned in my message on page 1, the new LED lighting has now been installed in the clubhouse and workshop.
For those members who haven’t yet seen the new lights, here are before and after photos of one part of the workshop,
to illustrate the difference the new lights make.

Above: From this...

…to this!

Sixteen new LED down lights in the workshops really make a
difference to the light levels, and should be cheaper to run too.

Above: Also adding to the brighter interior are four
new LED lamps on the lathes. The lights have a
flexible neck, a dimmer control and a magnetic base
which means the lamps can be adjusted to the
perfect angle and intensity for your turning work.

Use a sled for safe cuts on the bandsaw
If you need to slice boards from a log, the bandsaw is your go-to machine. However, it can be dangerous pushing a
round or irregularly shaped log past the blade, especially on our larger bandsaws. For a round log, you could make a
flat face on one side using the jointer, to provide a more stable surface to sit on the bandsaw table. Alternatively, you
could simply screw a board to one side (as shown below left) to provide a support. When I recently needed to slice a
triangular-shaped piece of Hairy Oak, I knocked together a slightly more complex sled that allowed me to make safe
and accurate cuts (below right). Whichever method you use, treat that bandsaw blade with respect. Stay safe! ~ JC

A generous gift from club member Ed Boyd
After some low-life thief purloined the club’s Dremel tool kit a few months ago, it seemed we had no
alternative but to buy a new one. That was until a very generous member Ed Boyd, pictured right,
offered to donate his own Dremel kit to the club. Ed said he was ‘downsizing his life’ and that he’d be
happy to see his kit being put to good use. Thank you very much, Ed!
As for the thief, we hope you drop the Dremel tool, running, with a cutting disk installed, into your lap.
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Around the Workshop

Above: Maree Ogilvie working
on a small end table.

Above: Helen Morgan is
making a lamp stand.

Above: Dennis Donnelly coaching Aileen
McPhee to turn a platter.

Above: Robert Herron cutting
mortices with a router and jig.

Above: Members of Bob Chaplin’s furniture Above: Vice President John Gygar
concentrating on a turning project.
course: Les Taylor and Kerry Beatie.

Above: The man with the serious “I’m working!”
expression is Richard Roe.

Above: Our ever-productive Life Member Charlie Cobb with
several toy trucks he had just glued together.
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Your Editor discovers woodturning with a Japanese spin
While looking for ideas for a box to build for our Woodcraft Show, I found myself admiring the design elements of
Japanese furniture and crafts. This led me to some videos of Japanese woodworking, including one about turning a
classic Japanese tea bowl. I was intrigued by the tool being used. As the images below show, this is a hand-forged metal
hook, sharpened on several faces. It seems to take the place of two or three Western style chisels.
What do you think, wood turners? ~ JC
I'll let the photos tell the rest of the story. If you'd like to see a great video of the process, go to this link:

http://bit.ly/2KMxUbC

Above : These images show a new gouge being forged, after which several faces are sharpened. The bowl blank is held on a simple
lathe using a friction-fit form. Note the way the tool is turned to use the different sharpened faces of the tip of the tool. Ingenious!
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Thanks to our supporters!

Workshop Hours
Normal clubhouse and workshop
hours are Monday to Saturday
9 a.m. to noon.

New members are always welcomed!
Free woodworking lessons for members!
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